Gangster Country

Logan Marshall moves to New York to be
a social worker where he feels hes needed
most. Logans always had it good. His
Daddy is a preacher, sure, but he preaches
a laid back, tolerant congregation who
accepted Logans sexuality gracefully. Hes
from a ranch in nowhere, Texas, which
makes him a hot ticket in the clubs with his
tight, work strengthened body and his cute
accent. Hes out of his element in New
York, not looking for Mr. Right Now but
Mr. Right. Gianni Rodriguez grew up in
Brooklyn. Nothing could be further from
the way he was raised than innocent, good
hearted Logan was. Gianni is fascinated
that people like Logan even exist. And
parents that not only are God-fearing, but
also accepting? As second in command of
Los Cuervos, his brothers not-so-merry
band of drug runners and pimps, Giannis
life would be in serious jeopardy if anyone
ever knew the truth. Thats why his growing
attachment for Logan is a bad thing. When
Logans work collides violently with
Giannis life, Gianni has to decide if the
man is worth risking everything, even his
family-- the man that may not even want
him once he realizes what a monster the
man hes been sleeping with really is. Could
Logan be Giannis reason to go straight? Or
will they both go straight to an unmarked
grave? *SECOND EDITION has been
revised and re-edited*

Another man has been charged and sentenced in a Surrey shooting of a man mistakenly identified as a rival gangster.
On Friday, Saeed RanaThe Marlborough Hotel: In the heart of gangster country - See 256 traveler reviews, 64 candid
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Neighbor Bob is a country gangster. He aint reel gud in skool, but hes talkin all the time, he nows his rap ans gotta
woofer in his pontiac.A gangster is a criminal who is a member of a gang. Some gangs are considered to be part of
Gangsters have been active for many years in countries around the world. Some gangsters, such as Al Capone have
become infamous. Gangsters6 days ago The most dangerous countries in the world have been updated for 2018. Read
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